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Bending and Distorting

Having image elements interact organically often requires that one subject take on the contours and surface characteristics of 
another subject. The Photoshop Distort filters offer classic bending, warping, and twisting options, including Displace, Shear, Pinch, 
and Spherize. Added more recently to Photoshop, the Liquify command lets you turn images into putty to make them look as if 
they're melting and flowing.

The Displace Filter

The Displace filter is the most powerful of the Distort filters, allowing you to shift and bend one image over the contours of another.
Imagine how your shadow runs along the sidewalk and then up the side of a building—the sidewalk and the building is displacing
your shadow. To use the Displace filter, you must first make a displacement map of the surface over which you are flowing or
placing another image. The Displace filter is often used to make shadows interact with the surface they are falling onto or to have
the hands and bottle seem as rippled as the water they are in (figure 12.130).

Figure 12.130. The Displace filter rippled the hands and bottle to match the water surface.
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The Displace filter requires two images—the source image that you are distorting and a displacement map which is a file saved in
the PSD file format, which can be in grayscale or color mode.

Grayscale displacement maps shifts the image horizontally based on lights and darks. Black (or 0) creates the maximum positive 
displacement shift, white (or 256) creates a negative displacement shift, and gray values of 128 produce no displacement. Color 
displacement maps are RGB files in which only the red and the green channel are recognized by the Displace filter; red controls the 
horizontal shift and green the vertical shift. The blue channel is completely ignored.

The behavior of grayscale displacement maps are often easier to predict as they distort in two directions, while RGB displacement 
maps are more complex to visualize as they distort images in four directions. Both grayscale and RGB displacement maps with 
transitional tones between dark and light displace smoothly as the illustrations in figure 12.131 show where the hard-edged dots 
displace abruptly, while the blurred dots gently push the grid pattern outward.

Figure 12.131. This example illustrates the impact of colors and hard and soft edges of a displacement map.

The original grid
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The displacement map

The displaced grid

Building a Displacement Map

To build a grayscale displacement map for a color image that allows you to distort a thrown shadow over a textured surface, use the 
following technique:

ch12_kewpie.jpg

ch12_parkingsign.jpg

1. Starting with the surface image, in this case the rusty wall image, inspect the color channels to find the one with the most 
image contrast and detail. Use the fly-out menu on the Channels palette to duplicate the channel into a new document (figure 
12.132). Select Image > Mode > Grayscale and save the file as a Photoshop document.

Figure 12.132. Duplicate the channel with the most contrast and convert it to a grayscale file.
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2. To create a smooth displacement that conforms gently to the image, use the Gaussian Blur filter with a setting of 1 to 2 and 
then use Curves to increase the image contrast (figure 12.133) to make the dark values darker and the light values lighter to 
make the displacement maps effect more dramatic. Save the file in the Photoshop PSD format.

Figure 12.133. Blur slightly and increase the contrast.
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Displacing a Shadow

Now that the displacement map is saved, the creative part can begin. In this image, I am showing how hard it is to find a parking 
space in Hoboken, NJ, and the Kewpie doll's shadow is going to fall on the wall and conform to the rusty texture.

1. Turn the path on the Kewpie Doll file into an active selection and drag her onto the rusty wall image.

2. Sample a dark brown from the rusty wall.

3. Duplicate the Kewpie Doll layer and position it to the right of the Kewpie doll.

4. Choose Edit > Fill > Use Foreground Color and make sure that Preserve Transparency is selected. Soften the shadow with a 
Gaussian Blur of 10 (figure 12.134).

Figure 12.134. Adding a soft drop shadow underneath the figure.
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5. Activate the layer you would like to displace. In this case, I am displacing the doll's shadow over the rusty wall in the 
background.

6. Choose Filter > Distort > Displace and navigate to where you saved the displacement file. I usually start with the default 
settings to see how the displacement map is working (figure 12.135). Click OK and study the results. If you don't want more
displacement, choose Edit > Undo and then press (Cmd + Option + F) [Ctrl + Alt + F], and change the parameters—increasing
the horizontal and vertical settings applies a stronger effect.

Figure 12.135. Start with the default settings of the Displace filter.
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7. To blend the shadow into the rusty wall, change the blending mode to Multiply and adjust the layer opacity. Increase the doll 
size to bring her into the foreground (figure 12.136).

Figure 12.136. Scaling the doll and adjusting the shadow layer opacity to fine-tune the image.
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Color Displacement Maps

Creating color displacement maps for more dramatic effects is similar to creating a grayscale displacement map.

1. Duplicate the file you wish to use as a displacement map, most often the defining surface of the composite image.

2. Activate the Move tool, open the Channels palette, and click on the word Red. Hold Shift and press the down arrow and then 
press the right arrow to shift the red channel down and over to the right by 10 pixels.

3. Click on the word Green. Hold Shift and press the down arrow and then press the right arrow key to shift the green channel up 
and over to the left by 10 pixels to create a bizarre image (figure 12.137).

Figure 12.137. The original image and the color displacement map in progress.
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4. Click on the word Blue, select all and choose Edit > Fill with white.

5. Click on RGB or press (Cmd + ~) [Ctrl + ~] to return to RGB and use the Gaussian Blur and Curves, as described previously. 
Save the file as a PSD file and use it as the displacement map. Figure 12.138 shows the shadow of the clarinet being displaced 
over the clouds.

Figure 12.138. The displaced shadow follows the contours of the clouds.
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The Displace filter creates unique and surprising image effects, and although I wish the Displace filter had a preview, I am willing to 
work blindly to achieve the creative effects.

Tip

The Displace Filter has not been improved in the many releases of Photoshop, and, worst of all, it 
does not have a built-in preview. If you are able to work with Adobe After Effects, I highly 
recommend you do your image displacing in that program because you can preview and control the 
effects. In Photoshop, the Displace filter forces you to work blindly, which often requires quite a bit of 
guesswork.

The Shear, Pinch, and Spherize Filters

The Shear filter lets you shift and bend an image as if it is in a wind tunnel. It is very useful to wrap labels onto cylindrical objects, to 
narrow a person's waistline, or to reduce the reflections of the studio lighting (figure 12.139) by adding cloud reflections onto the 
champagne glass (figure 12.140).

Figure 12.139. 
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